Instant Access Tool Center

Patrick Sullivan

In March, 2019, I published a video which showed the design and construction of a small, portable fixture which both stores small tools, and makes them instantly available for use. It organizes the small tools that you use frequently, and keeps them visible, at hand, and safe.

To be useful, this tool holder must be customized to hold all the small tools that YOU use frequently. It also needs to be light enough to move easily around your shop as needed.

I included drill bits in mine, but if you already have a great fixture for holding and displaying your drill bits, you may choose to omit this feature here.

Please be sure to watch the video for tips on both the layout, and the construction. Here is the link:

Https://youtu.be/OMLw5InxhDE

On the next two pages you will find the overall dimensions of the case I built. However, most of the dimensions are very arbitrary and flexible. I built this in the USA, using a redwood “2x6”, a misleading term that means it is 1.5 inches thick, and 5.5 inches wide. If building in metric, then obviously choose dimensions that fit the wood you have available.

The layout of individual tool holes or slots has to be changed to accommodate your tools.
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